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194^ 1 KUMMER'S THEOREM 711 
where s„*(0o),# = O, 1, • • • , n, is the sequence |sv(0o)--s| in decreasing 
order. 
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UNIVERSITY OF CINCINNATI 
THE BASIC ANALOGUE OF KUMMER'S THEOREM1 
J. A. DAUM 
1. Introduction. About one hundred years ago, E. E. Kummer2 
proved the formula 
ra% b; - q r(i + a - b)r(i + a/2) 
Ll + a-b J r ( l + ö)r ( l + a/2 - b) 
which has since been known as Kummer's theorem. This appears to 
be the simplest relation involving a hypergeometric function with 
argument ( — 1). 
All the relations in the theory of hypergeometric series
 rF8 which 
have analogues in the theory of basic series3 are those in which the 
argument is ( + 1 ) . Apparently, there has been no successful at tempt 
to establish the basic analogue of any formula involving a function 
rF8( — l). Since Kummer's theorem is fundamental in the proofs of 
numerous relations between hypergeometric functions of argument 
( — 1), it seemed desirable that an at tempt be made to prove the basic 
analogue of Kummer's theorem and to investigate the possibility of 
obtaining new relations in basic series with arguments corresponding 
to the argument ( — 1) in the classical case. 
In this paper, the basic analogue of Kummer's theorem is obtained 
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by a simple specialization of a result due to Bailey.4 The existence 
of a basic analogue of Dixon's theorem5 is discussed and a new type 
of relation connecting a modified basic series and one of the conven-
tional type is presented. 
2. Derivation of the basic analogue of Kummer's theorem. In the 
formula :4 
Va, qa1'2 
'
ll a1'2 
^ , - y,2> - ?<*1/2> d> e, ƒ; aq/def" 
gCJ>g j 
a1/2, aq/d, aq/e, aq/f 
where6 
ü(z) = R 
iï(aq/d) Çl(aq/é)Çl(aq/f) ü(aq/def) 
ti(aq) Q(aq/ef) iï(aq/df) Q(aq/de) 
1 - (/«+1 
n=o 1 - zqn 
put e = all2,f= —a112, and d = b, and obtain 
~a, b; - q/bl tiiaq/bMqa1'2)^- qall*)Q(- q/b) 
2 * 1 
Va, \  / l _ 
Laq/b i ~~ /  J Q(aq)Q(- q^qa^/b)^- qax'*/b) 
This is the basic analogue of Rummer's theorem. It should be noted 
that it cannot be obtained from the basic analogue of Gauss's 
theorem.7 
3. Application. The basic analogue of Kummer's theorem immedi-
ately suggests the existence of the basic analogue of Dixon's theorem. 
I t has been shown by Watson8 that Dixon's theorem, which sums a 
general well poised 3.F2 with unit argument, can be derived from the 
theorems of Gauss and Kummer by means of an interchange in the 
order of summation. 
Unfortunately, this method, when applied to the basic analogues, 
does not lead to an analogue of Dixon's theorem. The difficulty is 
due to an essential difference in the properties of the omega and 
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gamma functions. However, a slight modification of this method does 
lead to a new and curious result, namely, 
n(aq«Mbq"Mcq") (aq/bc)nqn(-n+1)l2 
(2) Zo 0(g
w+1)ö(fl?w+1/6)ö(ö?"+1A) 
T b, c, 
tga1/2, 
0(a)ti(b)0(c) r 6, , - g; ag/6c" 
ti(aq)Çl(aq/bc)* Lqa>'\ - qax'2 
The argument requires that a certain double series be absolutely 
convergent. 
The left member of (2) is a modified basic series somewhat similar 
to some of the g-hypergeometric series studied by Jackson.9 Since 
Dixon's theorem sums a general well-poised 3^2 with unit argument, 
(2) cannot be considered a basic analogue of Dixon's theorem. This 
result is interesting inasmuch as it expresses what may be called a 
pseudo-basic series in terms of a function 3$2. This seems to be the 
first result of its type to appear in the theory of basic series. 
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